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FUNCTIONS INDEXRESPONSIBILITY

coldblack®

Textiles with a coldblack®-finish afford optimum protection against heating up through sun rays. They 
stay cooler and protect reliably against UV rays (min UPF 30). The effect of this is that the person 
wearing these garments does not sweat so easily, feels better and is even more efficient. coldblack® 
is a registered trademark of Schoeller Technologies AG, Switzerland (patent pending).

UV-Protection
Textiles with the symbol UV-protection are characterized by sun protection comparable to the protection of a sun-
screen. The information is given in UPF (UV-protection factor). This indication implies the factor by which the length 
of time spent in the sun can be extended without getting sunburnt. It is calculated in the same way as the sun 
protection factor of a sun-screen.

CoolDry®

Due to the CoolDry® finish moisture is transported to the outside and creates a comfortable feeling. The 
textiles dry quickly, are breathable and ideal for all activities.

JAMES & NICHOLSON stands for functional and trendy corporate fashion clothing!  
JAMES & NICHOLSON textiles are manufactured sustainably and with social and ecological  
responsibility. This brand covers a diverse range of T-shirts, polo shirts and sweatshirts 
made of cotton or cotton blend and jackets in up to 40 colours, as well as functional 
sportswear-shirts for almost all sports.This selection is perfectly completed by professional 
workwear, as well as even more functional business wear. Moreover, JAMES & NICHOLSON 
offers a lot of articles in special sizes for women and men– also in outsizes up to 5XL. We 
have over 20,000 items in stock. An average stock availability of 97% enables us to res-
pond very quickly. The products can be individualized with imprint or embroidery according 
to customer specifications. The corresponding decoration capacities inhouse guarantee a 
flexible and quick completion.

With JAMES & NICHOLSON service is a major issue – the customer is the focus of our  
daily business. Therefore, the quality of the product lines is the most important thing.  
All the textiles are REACH-compliant and are manufactured in accordance with Oeko-Tex® 
standard 100. Since 1999 social and environmental aspects within global intertwining  
of markets have been all part of the code of conduct.

JAMES & NICHOLSON 
QUALITY – RESPECTFULLY MADE ON EARTH! 

JN 020 Polo-Piqué Medium 11
JN 021 Polo-Piqué Heavy 11
JN 022 Polo-Piqué Long-Sleeved 43
JN 024 Function Polo 25
JN 025 Worker Polo 39
JN 026 Polo-Piqué Pocket 15
JN 027 Polo-Piqué Zip 15
JN 029 Polo Piqué Long-Sleeved 44
JN 034 Polo Tipping 13
JN 070 Classic Polo 7
JN 070k Classic Polo Junior 7
JN 071 Classic Polo Ladies 7
JN 147 Campus Polo 14
JN 158 Ladies‘ Elastic Polo Short-Sleeved 19
JN 159 Ladies‘ Elastic Polo Sleeveless 19
JN 180 Ladies‘ Elastic Polo Long-Sleeved 44
JN 197 Ladies‘ Function Polo 25
JN 351 Sublimation Polo 47
JN 356 Ladies‘ Elastic Piqué Polo 10
JN 401 Men‘s Polo High Performance 23, 48
JN 411 Ladies‘ Polo High Performance 23, 48
JN 568  Ladies‘ Elastic Polo 17
JN 569 Men‘s Elastic Polo 17
JN 574 Ladies‘ Active Polo 21, 50
JN 575 Ladies‘ Active Polo Sleeveless 21, 50
JN 576 Men‘s Active Polo 21, 50
JN 701 Ladies‘ Polo 22, 51
JN 702 Men‘s Polo 22, 51
JN 703 Ladies‘ Polo 31
JN 704 Men‘s Polo 31
JN 705 Ladies‘ Heather Polo 33
JN 706 Men‘s Heather Polo 33

JN 748 Basic Polo 9
JN 801 Workwear Polo Men 38
JN 803 Workwear Polo Women 38
JN 828 Craftsmen Poloshirt 41, 49
JN 829 Ladies‘ Workwear Polo 37
JN 830 Men‘s Workwear Polo 37
JN 918 Basic Polo 10
JN 922 Men‘s Polo Pocket 39
JN 934 Ladies‘ Polo Tipping 13
JN 936 Ladies‘ Flag Polo 12
JN 937 Men‘s Flag Polo 12
JN 940 Ladies‘ Vintage Polo 28
JN 941 Men‘s Vintage Polo 28
JN 946 Ladies‘ Lifestyle Polo 34
JN 947 Men‘s Lifestyle Polo 34
JN 964 Men‘s Plain Polo 27
JN 965 Ladies‘ coldblack® Polo 24
JN 966 Men‘s coldblack® Polo 24
JN 967 Ladies‘ Polo Long-Sleeved 45
JN 968 Men‘s Polo Long-Sleeved 45
JN 969 Ladies‘ Plain Polo 27
JN 979 Ladies‘ Urban Polo 32
JN 980 Men‘s Urban Polo 32
JN 983 Ladies‘ Maritime Polo 35
JN 984 Men‘s Maritime Polo 35
JN 985 Ladies‘ Polo 18
JN 986 Men‘s Polo 18
JN 987 Ladies‘ Gipsy Polo 29
JN 988 Men‘s Gipsy Polo 29
JN 989 Ladies‘ Polo 30
JN 990 Men‘s Polo 30

Adherence to the REACH-Regulations
We assure you that when manufacturing our myrtle beach caps and JAMES & NICHOLSON 
textiles we meet the obligations of the REACH-Regulations.

Protection of the Environment
All the manufacturing plants of our myrtle beach caps and JAMES & NICHOLSON textiles 
work on the highest environmental level and pursue the principle of sustainability. For 
example, all the manufacturing plants dispose of a water purification plant.

Quality Standard
The merchandise is regularly tested by certified testing institutes in Quakenbrück and 
Bangladesh regarding the confirmed parameter. Moreover, in cooperation with SGS, 
Testex, Hohenstein and other renowned institutes the quality is continually controlled.

Oeko-Tex® Standard 100
This standard guarantees that textile and non-textile product components pose no 
threat to health.
www.oeko-tex.com

 
As members of the ‘BSCI/Business Social Compliance Initiative’ we commit ourselves  
to implementing the BSCI code of conduct as part of our business relations with our 
manufacturers and thus to improving the working conditions within our supply chain and 
to producing our textiles fairly. This includes our clear commitment to the empoyees’ right 
to freedom of assembly, protection against discrimination, and an adequate remuneration, 
that is, at least the statutory national minimum wage. Another central component is the 
occupational safety regulations. That is how we guarantee that employees do not work more 
than 48 hours a week and that the occupational safety regulations of the ILO (International 
Labour Organisation) are met. Child labour, forced labour or precarious jobs are not tolerated. 

A 7-member Social Compliance Department in Shanghai and Dhaka tests all the factories 
thoroughly and makes sure that these conditions are met. 

http://www.bsci-intl.org/

Social Compliance “BSCI” 
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JN 070 JN 071 JN 070k XS S M L XL XXL
98 110 122 134 146 158 

104 116 128 140 152 164

S   M   L   XL   XXLS   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  

Classic Polo

High-quality polo shirt with sleevebands | Very fine piqué quality | Sporty cut with side slits | Knitted collar and sleevebands, buttons in matching 
colour | Twin needle stitching on shoulders and armlines | Outer fabric (195 g/m²): 100% combed, ring-spun cotton

Classic Polo Ladies Classic Polo Junior

pacific sky-bluewhite stone rose lilaclight-blue mintgrey-heather

light-yellow gold-yellowyellow fern-greenturquoise lime-green irish-greenacid-yellowaqua

orange dark-orange grenadine signal-red tomato red

royal

purple auberginewine

dark-royal navy petrol brownolive graphite carbon black

COTTON-LINE | 7COTTON-LINE | 6



S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XLJN 748

COTTON-LINE

white grey-heather turquoiseash royal

dark-green

orange red

lime-green irish-green graphite blacknavy

Basic Polo

Classic Piqué Polo | Knitted polo collar | Necktape | Hemmed sleeves | Buttons tone in tone | Button placket with 3 buttons |  
Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 100% cotton

COTTON-LINE | 9COTTON-LINE | 8



JN 356JN 918

JN 020 JN 021

S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL    

S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL   4XL   5XL S   M   L   XL   XXL

red

light-blue

khaki

navy

black

Basic Polo

Short-sleeved comfortable polo shirt | Side slits | Knitted polo-collar, necktape, buttons in mother-of-pearl look | Extended back |  
JN918: Knitted sleevebands, twin-needle stitching on shoulders and armlines | JN356: Casual cut, smooth fine-structured elastic piqué |  
Outer fabric (190 g/m²) 95% combed, ring-spun cotton, 5% elasthane*

white orange redpink

royal mid-grey

grey-heather

dark-green

graphite

lime-green navy black

turquoise

Ladies´ Elastic Piqué Polo 

Polo Piqué Medium

Classic piqué polo shirt for leisure and sports activities | Classic  
cut with side slits | Knitted polo-collar, neck tape | Twin needle  
stitching on shoulders, neckline and armlines | Imitation  
tortoiseshell buttons, partly buttons in matching colour* |  
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% cotton ring-spun

Polo Piqué Heavy

Classic piqué polo shirt for leisure and sports activities | Classic cut 
with side slits | Knitted polo-collar, neck tape | Twin needle stitching 
on shoulders, neckline and armlines | Imitation tortoiseshell buttons | 
Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% combed, ring-spun cotton

white stone*

gold-yellow orange

royal

ash

light-grey

dark-greydark-green

dark-royal

white

red

light-grey

royal

navyblack

* Please note that due to slightly different material compositions the colours of JN 918 and JN 356 might slightly differ.

COTTON-LINE | 11COTTON-LINE | 10



JN 034 JN 934S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL JN 937 JN 936 S   M   L   XL   XXL     S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  

frog/white

red/white

royal/white

white/navywhite/red

white/red

black/silver black/orange

black/orange

orange/white

navy/whitelime-green/white

Polo Tipping

High-quality piqué polo shirt with contrasting stripes | High-quality fine-structured piqué | Knitted polo collar and sleevebands |  
JN034: Half moon in neck | JN934: Casual cut | Side slits | Necktape, buttons in matching colour | Twin needle stitching on shoulders,  
armlines and hem | Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100% combed, ring-spun cotton

Ladies‘ Polo Tipping Ladies‘ Flag Polo Men‘s Flag Polo

Casual polo-shirt in two-tone look | Classic piqué-structure | Half moon and neck tape | Reinforced side slits | JN937: Straight form, 3-hole button 
placket | JN936: Casual cut, 4-hole button placket | Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% combed, ring-spun cotton

grey-melange/ 
white

grey-melange/ 
white

red/ 
white

royal/ 
white

irish-green/ 
white

navy/white
navy/white

black/white

COTTON-LINE | 13COTTON-LINE | 12



JN 147

JN 026 JN 027

S   M   L   XL   XXL

S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL  

grass/navy

black/redgraphite/aqua

graphite/aqua

terra/navy

turquoise/white

white/black

white/black

brown

anthracite- melange

white

red

royal

dark-green

navy

black

green black

redwhite

Campus Polo

High-quality polo shirt with contrasting stripes | Classic, high-quality piqué | Fashionable cut, contrasting stripes on polo collar and sleeve bands | 
Necktape and inner button panel in contrasting colour, buttons in matching colour | Twin-needle stitching on shoulders, armlines and hem |  
Reinforced, contrasting side slits | Outer fabric (240 g/m²): 100% combed, ring-spun cotton

Polo Piqué Pocket

Classic piqué polo shirt with breast pocket | High-quality fine- 
structured piqué | Knitted collar and sleevebands, side slits | Breast 
pocket, necktape, buttons in matching colour | Twin needle stitching 
on shoulders and armlines | Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 60% cotton 
ring-spun, 40% polyester

Polo Piqué Zip

Short-sleeved polo shirt with zip | High-quality fine-structured piqué | 
Knitted polo collar and sleevebands, side slits | Zip in matching colour, 
necktape |  Twin needle stitching on shoulders and armlines | Outer 
fabric (210 g/m²): 60% cotton ring-spun, 40% polyester

COTTON-LINE | 15COTTON-LINE | 14



JN 569 JN 568S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL  

ELASTIC-LINE
black/white

black/whitenavy/white

white/black

white/black

red/white royal/white

lime-green/white

aqua/white

orange/white

graphite/white

irish-green/white

Men‘s Elastic Polo

High-quality polo shirt with contrasting stripes | Soft elastic single jersey | Knitted polo collar and sleevebands with narrow contrasting  
stripes | Necktape and side slits | Buttons tone in tone | JN568: Slightly waisted, narrow, long button placket (5 buttons) |  
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 95% cotton, 5% elasthane

Ladies‘ Elastic Polo

ELASTIC-LINE | 16 ELASTIC-LINE | 17



JN 985JN 986 JN 158 JN 159S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL

turquoise/white

navy/white black/white
black/white

white/navy sun-yellow/white

pink/white tomato/white

fern-green/white

Men‘s Polo

Polo in elastic piqué fabric |  Knitted polo collar and sleeve cuffs with contrasting stripes | Side slits in contrasting colour | JN985: 5 buttons, |  
waisted form | JN986: 3 buttons | Outer fabric (190 g/m²): 95% cotton, 5% elasthane

Ladies‘ Polo

black

purple/white

orange/white

lime-green/whitelagoon/white
lagoon/white

white

navy/white navy/white

sun-yellow/white

pink/white

tomato/white

Ladies‘ Elastic Polo Short-Sleeved

Comfortable polo shirt | Soft, fine-structured elastic piqué | Waisted form with deep, trimmed V-neck and sleevebands | 2 buttons in  
mother-of-pearl-look | Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 95% cotton ring-spun, 5% elasthane

Ladies‘ Elastic Polo Sleeveless

white/navy

ELASTIC-LINE | 18 ELASTIC-LINE | 19



JN 576 JN 574 JN 575 S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  

FUNCTION-LINE

green

black

pink*

turquoise

sun-yellowwhite

red navy

dark-orange

cobalt

Men‘s Active Polo

Functional polo for leisure and sports | High-quality functional polyester (micro polyester) | Extremely comfortable |  
Breathable, moisture-adjusting and quick-drying | UPF 25 | Collar in flat stitch knitting look, buttons in matching colour |  
JN574, JN575: slightly waisted | Outer fabric (155 g/m²): 100% polyester

Ladies‘ Active Polo Ladies‘ Active Polo Sleeveless

*Only JN 574 JN 575 available

FUNCTION-LINE | 21FUNCTION-LINE | 20



JN 701JN 702 JN 401 JN 411 S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXLS   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  

Men‘s Polo

Very comfortable functional polo shirt | High-quality functional polyester (micro-polyester) | Breathable, moisture-regulating and fast-drying | 
UV-protection | Knitted polo collar and sleeve bands with contrasting stripes | Breast pocket with button | Side slits | JN701: lightly waisted,  
5 buttons | JN702: 3 buttons | Outer fabric (160 g/m²): 100% polyester

Ladies‘ Polo

red/
black

black/
red

black/red

navy/
aqua

cobalt/
navy

white/
black

white/black

green/
carbon

acid-yellow/
carbon

frog

black

red

navyazur

white orangeyellow

Men‘s Polo High Performance

Function polo shirt | Highly functional polyester (micropolyester)| Very comfortable to wear and very durable | UV protection 25 | Breathable, 
moisture-adjusting and quick-drying | Knitted polo collar, necktape, buttons in matching colour | JN401: side slits | JN411: slightly waisted | 
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100% polyester

Ladies‘ Polo High Performance

FUNCTION-LINE | 23FUNCTION-LINE | 22



JN 965JN 966 JN 024 JN 197S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  

blacknavy

black/white/red

red

black/white/orange

black/white/ 
lime-green

gold-yellow

black/white/ 
lime-green

royal

grass terra

black/white/grey

black/white/grey

carbon

black/white/
yellow

black/white/ 
turquoise

Men‘s coldblack® Polo

Poloshirt with fashionable contrasting stripes on collar and sleeves | Affords reliable protection against ultraviolet rays UPF 30+ | Buttons in 
matching colour | Necktape in contrasting colour | JN966: 3 buttons | JN965: waisted form, 5 buttons | Outer fabric ((215 g/m2): 95% cotton 
combed, 5% elasthane*

Ladies‘ coldblack® Polo

chalk

blue

white

Function Polo

Polo Shirt made of highly-functional CoolDry® | Double-knitted, structured jersey | Inside made of polyester-five-channel fibre, outside made  
of cotton | Comfortable to wear, breathable and quick-drying | Neck tape, twin needle stitching on shoulders, neckline and armlines |  
Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 55% cotton, 45% polyester

Ladies‘ Function Polo

* Please note that due to slightly different material compositions the colours of JN 966 and JN 965 might slightly differ.

FUNCTION-LINE | 25FUNCTION-LINE | 24



BESTSELLERBESTSELLER

JN 964 JN 969 S   M   L   XL   XXLS   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  

FASHION-LINE

Men‘s Plain Polo

Polo shirt with fashionable inset | Fine classic piqué fabric | Trimming on collar band, inside of button placket and side slits | JN964: Ready-made 
button-down collar, 3 buttons in contrasting colour JN969: Ready-made collar, 4 buttons in contrasting colour | Half-moon in matching colour | 
Outer fabric (195 g/m²): 100% cotton combed

Ladies‘ Plain Polo

white/ 
navy-white

dark-orange/
dark-orange-white

red/
red-white

lime-green/
lime-green-white

turquoise/
turquoise-white

royal/
royal-white

navy/
navy-white

black/
black-white

black/black-white

glacier-blue/ 
glacier-blue-white

purple/ 
purple-white

graphite/ 
graphite-white

white/blue- 
yellow-white

white/blue-yellow-whitenavy/ 
red-navy-white

dark-orange/
blue-orange-white

royal/blue- 
green-white

red/
dark-denim

white/
dark-denim

navy/
light-denim

black/
light-denim

FASHION-LINE | 27FASHION-LINE | 26



JN 940JN 941 JN 988 JN 987 S   M   L   XL   XXLS   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  XS   S   M   L   XL S   M   L   XL   XXL

white

white

dark-orangelime-green

red turquoise navy

black black

sun-yellow

pink

Men‘s Vintage Polo

Slim-fitting stylish polo shirt in vintage look | Super soft cotton quality | Knitted polo collar, contrasting necktape | Contrasting buttons |  
Side slits | JN940: waisted form, narrow button placket with 3 buttons | JN941: button placket with 2 buttons | Outer fabric (180 g/m²):  
100% cotton combed

Ladies‘ Vintage Polo

terra

turquoise

dusty-olive

horizon-blue

grey graphite

graphite

fern-green

light-yellow

light-yellow

red

denim

Men‘s Gipsy Polo

Trendy polo in fashionable look | Cotton single jersey in elaborate Spray Print technique | Long, stylish button placket | Small breast pocket 
Form-fitting cut | JN987: Waisted form | Outer fabric (140 g/m²): 100% cotton

Ladies‘ Gipsy Polo

chili

atlantic

FASHION-LINE | 29FASHION-LINE | 28



JN 989JN 990 JN 704 JN 703 S   M   L   XL   XXLS   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  

grey-
melange/dark-denim

light-denim- 
melange/dark-denim

black-
melange/dark-denim

dark-denim- 
melange/light-denim

Men‘s Polo

Melange polo with fashionable jeans details | Soft piqué fabric,  comfortable to wear | Polo collar and button placket made of jeans fabric | Small 
breast pocket | JN989: waisted form, button-placket with 4 buttons | JN990: button-placket with 3 buttons | Outer fabric (150 g/m²) 100% cotton

Ladies‘ Polo Men‘s Polo

Polo shirt in trendy bicolour look | Finely structured, high-quality piqué | Knitted polo-collar, sleeve-cuffs and button placket | with contrasting 
stripes | JN703: lightly waisted, 5 buttons | JN704: 3 buttons | Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100% cotton

Ladies‘ Polo

navy/white black/white grenadine/white light-blue/white caribbean-green/white

FASHION-LINE | 31FASHION-LINE | 30



JN 979JN 980 JN 706 JN 705S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXLS   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL 

navy/ 
fern-green

tomato/
navy

yellow/
navy

fern-green/ 
navy

orange/
navy

white/
navy

white/
navy

azur/
navy

graphite/
azur

graphite/
azur

Men‘s Urban Polo

Polo shirt in trendy slub yarn quality | High-quality single jersey slub yarn | Casual, comfortable cut | Knitted polo collar and contrasting  
sleeve cuffs | Contrasting decorative stitching lines | Side slits with contrasting band | Side seams in trendy design | JN979: waisted form,  
button placket with 5 buttons | JN980: button placket with 3 buttons | Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 100% cotton

Ladies‘ Urban Polo Men‘s Heather Polo

Melange polo shirt with fashionable details | Fine single jersey, very comfortable | Casual cut | Knitted polo collar and sleeve-bands with  
contrasting stripes | JN705: lightly waisted, 5 buttons  | JN706: 3 buttons | Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Ladies‘ Heather Polo

wine-melange/
wine

blue-melange/
navy

grey-heather/
navy

grey-
heather/navy

black-
melange/black

black-
melange/black

green-melange/
dark-green

orange-melange/
dark-orange

turquoise-
melange/turquoise

FASHION-LINE | 33FASHION-LINE | 32



JN 946JN 947 JN 984 JN 983S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL 

off-white/
navy

off-white/
navy

dark-orange/
off-white

red/
off-white

cobalt/
off-white

navy/
off-white

grey-melange/
off-white

green/
off-white

black/
off-white

black/
off-white

Men‘s Lifestyle Polo

Short-sleeved polo shirt with young details | High-quality piqué in coarse structure | Knitted polo collar and sleevebands with contrasting stripes |  
Necktape and button placket inside in contrasting colour | Half-moon made of woven fabric | Contrasting side slits | Flatlock seams in matching  
colour | JN947: 3 buttons | JN946: waisted form, 4 buttons | Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% cotton combed

Ladies‘ Lifestyle Polo

red/ 
white

red/ 
white

sun-yellow/ 
white

nautic-blue/ 
white

sports-grey/ 
navy

sports-grey/ 
navy

irish-green/ 
white

navy/ 
white

Men‘s Maritime Polo

Polo shirt in fashionable stripe design | High-quality cotton piqué | Casual, comfortable cut | Collar with stand in contrasting colour |  
Fashionable details in jeans look | Lateral single-coloured insets, flatlock seams, side slits | JN983: waisted form, button placket with 5 buttons | 
JN984: button placket with 3 buttons | Outer fabric (190 g/m²): 100% cotton combed

Ladies‘ Maritime Polo

FASHION-LINE | 35FASHION-LINE | 34



WORK-LINE

JN 830 JN 829 XS   S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL   4XL

Men‘s Workwear Polo

Easy-care, sturdy polo shirt | Thanks to a material mix of cotton and polyester it keeps its shape and has an excellent washing-resistance | Knitted 
polo collar and sleeveband cuffs | Neck tape | Loose collar patch for easy labelling | JN829: button placket with 4 buttons, side slits | JN830: button 
placket with 3 buttons | Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble-drying | Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 50% cotton combed, 50% polyester

Ladies‘ Workwear Polo

stone

turquoise

white

aqua black

carbon

brown

dark-greygold-yellow dark-greenorange

rednavy

lime-green

royal

grey-heather

wine

WORK-LINE | 37WORK-LINE | 36



JN 803JN 801

JN 922 JN 025

 S   M   L   XL   XXL

 S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL  S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL 

 S   M   L   XL   XXL   3XL 

Workwear Polo Men

Durable classic polo shirt | Pre-shrunk high-quality piqué-jersey, keeps its shape | Cut allows optimum room to move | Knitted polo collar  
and sleevebands, twin-needle stitching, necktape | Side slits | JN803: Slightly waisted | White washable up to 95°C, suitable for tumble-drying | 
Coloured washable up to 60°C, suitable for tumble-drying | Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% combed, ring-spun cotton

Workwear Polo Women

white

reddark-green

ash grey-heather

khaki

royal navy

black

graphite

Men‘s Polo Pocket

Classic polo shirt with pocket | Finely woven piqué | Casual cut  
with split hem | Ribbed collar and cuffs | Twin - needle stitching  
on shoulders and armholes | Matching buttons | breast pocket | 
60°C washable, shape-retaining | Outer fabric (200 g/m²):  
100% combed, ring-spun cotton

white orange red

royaldark-greenwine

navy black

Worker Polo

Durable and easy-care piqué polo shirt for leisure activities and  
work | Very durable material composition with polyester and  
cotton | Knitted polo collar, necktape | Side slits, buttons in matching  
colour | Twin needle stitching on shoulders, neckline and armlines |  
Outer fabric (190 g/m²): 65% polyester, 35% cotton

white orange redlight-blue grey-heather

dark-green royal navy carbon black
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Craftsmen Poloshirt

Functional polo shirt | Breathable, moisture-regulating and quick-drying | Light and comfortable | Contrasting piping and insets | Knitted polo  
collar with contrasting stripes | Button placket with 3 buttons | Outer fabric (165 g/m²): 100% polyester
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LONG-LINE

JN 022  S   M   L   XL   XXL 

white red navy black

Polo Piqué Long-Sleeved

Classic long-sleeved polo shirt | Knitted polo collar and sleevebands | Necktape, twin needle stitching on shoulders, neckline and armlines |  
3 buttons in matching colour, side slits | Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% combed, ring-spun cotton
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Polo Piqué Long-Sleeved

Men’s long-sleeved polo shirt with breast pocket  | High-quality, fine 
piqué | Knitted polo collar and cuffs, side slits | Breast pocket, neck-
tape, buttons tone in tone | Twin-needle-stitching on shoulders and 
armholes | Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 60% cotton, 40% polyester

white red

navybrown black

pink turquoise

Ladies‘ Elastic Polo Long-Sleeved

Long-sleeved polo shirt, comfortable to wear | Smooth, fine- 
structured elastic piqué | Casual cut with side slits, knitted polo 
collar and sleevebands | Long, narrow button placket | Outer fabric 
(200 g/m²): 95% combed, ring-spun cotton, 5% elasthane
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Men‘s Polo Long-Sleeved

Long-sleeved poloshirt with young details | High-quality piqué fabric with coarse structure | Knitted polo collar with contrasting stripes |  
Necktape and button placket inside in contrasting colour | Half-moon of woven fabric | Contrasting side slits | Flatlock seams in matching colour | 
JN968: 3 buttons | JN967: waisted form, 4 buttons | Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% cotton combed

Ladies‘ Polo Long-Sleeved
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white white

Sublimation Polo

Round-neck polo shirt suitable for sublimation print | Jersey with „bird eye“ structure, suitable for sublimation print | Twin-needle stitching on 
shoulders and armlines | Necktape, side slits | Outer fabric (160 g/m²): 100% polyester

Thermo sublimation for great prints!

Sublimation prints are an amazing way to create bright, long lasting colours with photo realistic qualities. Sublimation ink, when 
heated, turns into a gas that penetrates and permanently dyes polyester fabric, creating a clean, professional look with a soft touch. 

Start-up costs are minimal as processing is performed by an ink jet printer using heat transfer paper. The resulting print is in mirror 
image and is transferred onto the garment by using a heat press at a specified temperature and pressure. This is a low cost operation 
suitable for one-offs or production series.

THERMO SUBLIMATION
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white white

Men‘s Polo High Performance

Function polo shirt | Highly functional polyester (micropolyester)| Very comfortable to wear and very durable | UV protection 25 | Breathable, 
moisture-adjusting and quick-drying | Knitted polo collar, necktape, buttons in matching colour | JN401: side slits | JN411: slightly waisted | 
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100% polyester

Ladies‘ Polo High Performance

white/carbon white/carbon

Craftsmen Poloshirt

Functional polo shirt | Breathable, moisture-regulating and quick-drying | Light and comfortable | Contrasting piping and insets | Knitted polo  
collar with contrasting stripes | Button placket with 3 buttons | Outer fabric (165 g/m²): 100% polyester
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Men‘s Active Polo

Functional polo for leisure and sports | High-quality functional polyester (micro polyester) | Extremely comfortable |  
Breathable, moisture- adjusting and quick-drying | UPF 25 | Collar in flat stitch knitting, buttons in matching colour |  
JN574, JN575: slightly waisted | Outer fabric (155 g/m²): 100% polyester

Ladies‘ Active Polo Ladies‘ Active Polo Sleeveless Men‘s Polo

Very comfortable functional polo shirt | High-quality functional polyester (micro-polyester) | Breathable, moisture-regulating and fast-drying | 
UV-protection | Knitted polo collar and sleeve bands with contrasting stripes | Breast pocket with buttonSide slits | JN701: lightly waisted,  
5 buttons | JN702: 3 buttons | Outer fabric (160 g/m²): 100% polyester

Ladies‘ Polo

white/black white/black
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Pantone: 295 C
CMYK: 100/70/10/50


